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Lockwerk Coffee Table Bluntly Flaunts Bolts,
Screws in Ultra-Industrial Design
Made with polished stainless and galvanized steel
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Lockwerk coffee table is an intriguing furniture piece created by the designer

Giorgio Bena. Considered to be the first piece designed and prototyped in the
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Lockwerk collection, it exhibits a bold avatar with bolts and screws conspicuously

displayed, which are usually hidden in furniture. Characterized by steel

construction, it uniquely outlines the fusion of industrial elements, which is

unconventional but not unsettling at all.

The coffee table still has an unfathomable charm and a peculiar but gentle beauty

of brutalism (a style of construction based on minimalism that uses bare materials

or structure over any decorative or extravagant design).

Manufactured from polished stainless steel, galvanized steel timer, and steel

hardware, the Lockwerk coffee table, side table, and shelf are linked together in a

creative process to create a visually tangible language of design.

The blunt display of bolts and screws gives a distinctive, fearless, and bold

character to the furniture. No one would have thought seemingly boring-looking

fittings would fit so elegantly in this unprecedented furniture piece.

It showcases a visually tactile design and doesn’t look that bland with its bright

and shiny surface. But to keep the naturalness of the pure material, its surface has

been left without any finishes. Gravely rooted in the essence of displaying a

relationship between parts and fillets, the coffee table has a quality of being bare

but essential. With a touch of modernity, the table underlines a strong and durable

structure that can go as a coffee table but also as an attractive structural piece.

The minimal aesthetic and bold character of the table are perfectly adept in

blending in any context or setting. Whether it is a domestic setting or an industrial

one, the Lockwerk coffee table could be a great fit. Without being too extravagant,

it still keeps a seamless quality that demands attention and captivates the viewers.
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